First semester has come to a close. Our checkout rates are vastly improved from last year. We are up 51% in checkouts when comparing August - December 2013 to the same time period in 2012. Way to read 7th and 8th graders, let’s keep it up in the second semester!

8th graders in Ms. Lyles’ and Ms. Lesoing’s classes worked on their GLE projects in November. Each student used NoodleTools to create an annotated bibliography of sources they retrieved from our databases and from websites. This skill should serve them well as they move onto high school.

Mr. Jett and Mrs. Edwards brought in their 7th grade classes to prepare for their Curriculum Based Assessments on a country in Africa. Students used our CultureGrams database to do research.

We are sponsoring another Scholastic Book Fair during Parent Teacher Conferences this year. The fair will be open from 12:30-7:30PM Feb. 13th and we will have a wide assortment of books, posters, and school supplies. You can also shop from the comfort of your own home at our online fair. http://bookfairs.scholastic.com/homepage/beveridge This link will be available from February 8th-28th. The profits from both the live fair and online fair benefit the Beveridge Library. Thank you for your support!

The Big6™
Check out this article about the Big6 by Anne Rouver:
Research Like a Librarian: Using "Big6 Skills" for Better Grades!

From the article: “The following steps will help you find, evaluate and use the information effectively but they won’t do the research or write the paper for you—that you have to do on your own. This is about being smart about research, not quick”(Rouyer).

What’s Happening @ your library?

The Library During Quarter 2
* First semester has come to a close. Our checkout rates are vastly improved from last year. We are up 51% in checkouts when comparing August - December 2013 to the same time period in 2012. Way to read 7th and 8th graders, let’s keep it up in the second semester!
* 8th graders in Ms. Lyles’ and Ms. Lesoing’s classes worked on their GLE projects in November. Each student used NoodleTools to create an annotated bibliography of sources they retrieved from our databases and from websites. This skill should serve them well as they move onto high school.
* Mr. Jett and Mrs. Edwards brought in their 7th grade classes to prepare for their Curriculum Based Assessments on a country in Africa. Students used our CultureGrams database to do research.

The Book Fair is Coming!
* We are sponsoring another Scholastic Book Fair during Parent Teacher Conferences this year. The fair will be open from 12:30-7:30PM Feb. 13th and we will have a wide assortment of books, posters, and school supplies. You can also shop from the comfort of your own home at our online fair. http://bookfairs.scholastic.com/homepage/beveridge This link will be available from February 8th-28th. The profits from both the live fair and online fair benefit the Beveridge Library. Thank you for your support!

A Few of the New Books @ Your Library

All Our Yesterdays by Terrill, Cristin.
The Chaos of Stars by White, Kiersten.
The Royal Ranger By Flanagan, John
Maximum Ride : the manga. 7 by Lee, NaRae.
Mira in the Present Tense by Brahmachari, Sita
Dancer, Daughter, Traitor, Spy by Kiem, Elizabeth
Diary of a wimpy kid : hard luck By Kinney, Jeff.
World Formula 1 records by Jones, Bruce
Los 7 hábitos de los adolescentes altamente efectivos : la mejor guía práctica para el éxito juvenil by Covey, Sean.
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The Beveridge Library is open daily at 7:15. Closing time is at 3:30 and Fri 3PM. Some Tuesdays we are open until 5.

Mrs. Mihovk, librarian and Ms. Bench, library paraprofessional